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Challenges in Cosmology  
and why (may be) Modified Gravity



Two Pillars in Cosmology 
Understanding the Universe and its laws

Standard Model Particle Physics General Relativity

Challenge: One cannot explain the observations!

spacetime

Space and TimeMatter



Dark matter and Dark energy are crucial components to 
explain a whole range of astrophysical observations!

Challenge: What is Dark Matter and Dark Energy?

Are these really new particles or fields? 

Tegmark



• All the previous conclusions were assuming GR as the 
theory of gravity 

• One has never observed directly Dark Matter nor Dark 
Energy!  

• We infer Dark Matter and Dark Energy from the behaviour 
of ordinary matter in a gravitational field 

• So... Is it possible that there is no dark stuff, but Einstein’s 
General Relativity does not work at large scales? 

Why Modified Gravity as an alternative to Dark 
Matter and Dark Energy?



•Stars in galaxy bulge should move fast


•Stars at the galaxy edge should move slower

Stars rotating in a galaxy (Vera Rubin 50 years ago)



Evidence for Dark Matter:    
Stars’ velocity does not decrease!

• Gravitational attraction is not decreasing with 
distance from galaxy centre


• Mass must increase with distance from galaxy centre!


• This Mass one cannot see is: Dark Matter!

Even outside!



Dark Matter represents 90% of the total mass, 
normal matter only contributes with 10% 



Galaxy rotation curves: dark matter only explanation?

• Gravitational attraction not decreasing with distance from centre


• 1) Either mass increase with distance from galaxy centre!


• 2) …or the force does not decay as 1/r2  



Modified Newtonian Dynamics:  
an alternative to dark matter

• Milgrom(1984) proposed a phenomenological force 
law: gravity falls off more slowly far away (MOND)

Explains galaxy rotation curves very well and many other 
galactic properties with standard matter only!



TeVeS: modified gravity with extra degrees of 
freedom (Bekenstein 2004)

• Gravity may be mediated by a tensor field       , and/or a 
vector field      , and/or a scalar field

•  Spacetime geometry may be a combination of all: 



Gravitational Lagrangian for TeVeS

Gravity:

V is a free function (which includes dark energy!)



Einstein General Relativity with Dark 
Matter and Dark Energy

Gravity:

Dark Matter:

Dark Energy:



TeVeS fits well galaxy distribution and Cosmic Microwave 
Background observations (with 2 eV massive neutrinos!) 



Is it possible to have a high third CMB peak 
within TeVeS?

However needs: 

Massive Neutrinos


Isocurvature perturbations

YES!!!
Black line is ΛCDM

All the others are TeVeS

(unpublished) 
Mota,Ferreira & Skordis 



Cluster of Galaxies
+ Intergalactic gas + Dark Matter Galaxies

 (10%) (90%) ( 90% of total cluster mass )



How do we “see” in cosmology 

(Credit: X-ray: NASA/CXC/CfA/M.Markevitch et al. Optical: NASA/STScI; Magellan/U.Arizona/D.Clowe et al. Lensing Map: NASA/STScI; ESO WFI; Magellan/U.Arizona/D.Clowe et al.)

90%10%



Mass curves spacetime, and that makes light bend

spacetime

Gravitational Lensing: probe to “see” dark matter



The larger the mass (large spacetime curvature) the bigger 
is the image distortion!

Mass (spacetime curvature) distorts images



Collision of Clusters:  
galaxies separated from intergalactic gas

(Credit: KIPAC/John Wise)

10% mass in galaxies

90% mass in x-ray gas



x-ray gas, although 90% of 
standard matter, does not 
contribute to spacetime 

curvature!

Lensing contours: large 
spacetime curvatures

There is something very 
massive (and dark!) around 

the galaxies!

Strong spacetime curvature 
(Mass) with galaxies

Direct proof of dark matter  
(Clowe et al. 06)



Nobel Prize 2011: Universe Acceleration!
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Solution: modify either the Matter sector

or the Gravity sector
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How to drive the Universe Acceleration?

(assuming homogeneity and isotropy)



R is the Ricci Scalar (spacetime curvature)

Pressure: key to drive Universe acceleration

Vacuum has the required negative pressure!!
Vacuum Energy

!!a / a = −
4πG

3
(ρ +3p) > 0

⇒ w≡ p / ρ < −1/ 3

p ρΛ Λ= −P =
1
3
� P = 0

Baryonic matter has positive pressure



Could the vacuum energy drive the Universe acceleration?

Vacuum has the required negative pressure:

• All particles contribute quantum zero-point energy to the vacuum energy
• Each particle of mass m contributes  ≈ m4 

• Since, for example, even the electron has m ~ 5 × 105 eV » 10-3 eV, 
how can the vacuum have such a small energy density « m4 ?!?

p ρΛ Λ= −
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This is the so called Cosmological Constant Problem



( )...324 ++∫ RR+Rgxd

✓ f(R) models are simple 

✓ high-energy corrections to gravity likely to introduce higher-order terms

( )[ ]matterL+Rfgxd 4∫

Modified Gravity as Dark Energy

Negative Pressure!



Dark Matter and Dark Energy challenge 
the two pillars of cosmology

Standard Model Particle Physics General Relativity
spacetime

Space and TimeMatter

OK!

What are the properties of the new particles?

new 
particle

How can we detect such new particle?



Standard Model Particle Physics General Relativity
spacetime

Space and TimeMatter

OK!

What is gravity?  
What is the spacetime structure?

new spacetime
description

Dark Matter and Dark Energy challenge 
the two pillars of cosmology



What is General Relativity?

• General Relativity is a theory where gravity is mediated by 
a tensor field         

Tensor is also the geometry of spacetime



What is General Relativity?
It is Newtonian gravity at small velocities and week gravitational fields

Matter sources a potential, of which, the spatial gradient, produces an acceleration Matter sources a potential 



What is General Relativity?

GR: matter follows a path given by the geodesics of the metric tensor 
The metric tensor satisfies the Einstein Field Equations



Einstein Gravity!

Metric of space time!

Curvature!
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Lovelock’s theorem (1971) :“The only second-order, local gravitational field equations 
derivable from an action containing solely the 4D metric tensor (plus related tensors) are the 
Einstein field equations with a cosmological constant.”
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Einstein Equations are quite unique



E.g. Cassini measures light bending by the Sun

Tests of General Relativity: 
Solar System



“How much space is curved by a unit rest mass”

Solar System tests

Post-Newtonian approximation applies when gravitational field 
is weak and motion of matter is slow



Solar system tests  
` Post-Newtonian parameter 

 
 
` Bending of lights  

 
 
 
 

` Shapiro time delay   
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Solar System Tests



Pulsar timing  
` Hulse & Taylor binary pulsar 

 Orbital decay due to gravitational 
 waves perfectly agrees with GR 
 prediction  

Testing General Relativity outside Solar System 
Pulsar timing



Conclusion of experimental tests in the Parametrized Post-Newtonian formalism
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General
Relativity

Lunar Laser Ranging

Mercury perihelion shift

Mars radar ranging
&

Very Long Baseline Interferometry
&

Time delay for Cassini spacecraft
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GENERAL RELATIVITY
is essentially the only
theory consistent with

weak-field experiments



Beyond Einstein 
` Lovelock theorem indicates that if you modify Einstein 

theory then you must do one or more of the following 
 
` Consider other fields (scalars, vectors, etc) 

 
` Accept higher derivatives  

 
` Work in a space with more than four dimensions 

 
` … 

 
 
In most cases, doing any of the above leads to disaster! 



Examples of 

Hu-Sawicki:

Higher Derivative Theories

Starobinsky:

Secretely have a cosmological constant:
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Often equivalent  to theories with extra degrees of freedom 
via conformal or disformal transformations



Scalar-Tensor Theories 
Extra scalar degree of freedom (fifth force)



  10-3cm          1AU     1kpc 1Mpc 1000Mpc
extra dimensions?       GR MOND? Modified Gravity?

Extremely tight constraints on Modified 
Gravity from experiments at small scales!

Cassini Probe
Lunar Laser Range



Laboratory Bounds

(Coupling to ordinary matter)

Solar System Bounds

(Modified Gravity)

Amendola PRD (1999)

Cosmological Bounds 
(Coupling to Dark Matter)

How to Modify Gravity and evade constraints? 
(besides making the field weakly coupled)



Screening Mechanisms!



Quantum Picture: Yukawa Interaction
an interaction between a scalar field ϕ and a Dirac field ψ of the type

ϕ

ψ ψ
gg

mass of the scalar boson

coupling constant

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scalar_field_(quantum_field_theory)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dirac_field


Yukawa Potential

ϕ

ψ ψ
gg

Feynman amplitude of the diagram 

mass of the scalar boson

coupling constant



Classical Picture: Fifth Force
Yukawa potential is equivalent to a scalar field profile 

(think of Photons and Electromagnetic field)

F� = �rVYukawa
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Scalar-Tensor Theories 
Gravity experiments should see the total force!

F
total

= F
G

+ F
�
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λα −Ψ = − +

coupling range



Scalar bosons lead to Yukawa correction to Newton potential: /( ) (1 )rGMr e
r

λα −Ψ = − +

Screening mechanisms key elements

Either coupling becomes 
very small in Solar System 

or…

Long et al. Nature (2004)

the range becomes very 
short in Solar System

coupling
range

coupling
range

scale dependent coupling/range!

↵ ⇠ O(1) ) � ⇠ 0.1mm

If extra scalar for gravity, 
then:



Range of Fifth Force on Scalar-Tensor Gravity

/( ) (1 )rGMr e
r

λα −Ψ = − + range



Chameleon Screening: range of fifth force depends on local 

} Nonlinear mass/range

Mpc

mm



Mpc

Kpc

mm

   Chameleon mechanism 
Range of dark force depends on local environment  (Khoury & Weltman 2004)



coupled!

Symmetron Screening: coupling of fifth force depends on local 
density  

} Nonlinear coupling

f

VeffHfL

f

VeffHfL vevvev

No coupling! coupled!

/( ) (1 )rGMr e
r

λα −Ψ = − +

coupling



   Symmetron mechanism 
Strength of dark force depends on local environment  (Hinterbicheler & Khoury 2010)



Test Theoretical Models against Observations



Modified Gravity

New degrees of freedom

Higher dimensions

Higher-order

Non-local

Scalar

Vector

Tensor

f

✓
R

⇤

◆

Some degravitation 
scenarios

Scalar-tensor & Brans-Dicke

Galileons
Ghost condensates

the Fab Four

Coupled Quintessence
f(T)

Einstein-Cartan-Sciama-Kibble

Chern-Simons

Cuscuton

Chaplygin gases

Einstein-Aether

Massive gravity
Bigravity

EBI

Bimetric MOND

Horndeski theories Torsion theories

KGB

TeVeS

General RμνRμν, 
☐R,etc.f (R)

Hořava-Lifschitz

f (G)

Conformal gravity

Strings & Branes

Generalisations 
of SEH

Cascading gravity

Lovelock gravity

Einstein-Dilaton-
Gauss-Bonnet

Gauss-Bonnet

Randall-Sundrum Ⅰ & Ⅱ DGP

2T gravity

Kaluza-Klein

arXiv:
1310.1086
1209.2117
1107.0491
1110.3830

Lorentz violation

Lorentz violation

Tessa Baker 2013
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